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ABSTRACT
Human Activity Recognition (HAR) training data is often privacy-sensitive or held by non-cooperative entities.
Federated Learning (FL) addresses such concerns by training ML models on edge clients. This work studies the
impact of privacy in federated HAR at a user, environment, and sensor level. We show that the performance of
FL for HAR depends on the assumed privacy level of the FL system and primarily upon the colocation of data
from different sensors. By avoiding data sharing and assuming privacy at the human or environment level, as
prior works have done, the accuracy decreases by 5-7%. However, extending this to the modality level and strictly
separating sensor data between multiple clients may decrease the accuracy by 19-42%. As this form of privacy is
necessary for the ethical utilisation of passive sensing methods in HAR, we implement a system where clients
mutually train both a general FL model and a group-level one per modality. Our evaluation shows that this method
leads to only a 7-13% decrease in accuracy, making it possible to build HAR systems with diverse hardware.

1 INTRODUCTION

Human Activity Recognition (HAR) involves classifying
human actions (Vrigkas et al., 2015; Jobanputra et al., 2019),
such as running or sitting, using data from personal devices
like smartphones or environmental sensors. However, prac-
tical and legal considerations limit learning from HAR data.
For example, using video cameras to simulate virtual bodily-
worn movement sensors (Kwon et al., 2020) may generate
divergent features from Wi-Fi signals. Furthermore, privacy
requirements impose data collection limitations. In this
work, privacy requirements refer to constraints on collecting
or centralising data at three levels:

User(Human subject)-level Privacy For gyroscope or ac-
celerometer data from smartphones and wearables, end-
users may be unwilling to share personal information.

Environment-level Privacy For locations such as hospitals
and internment facilities, sensitive information must often
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remain private from third parties. This constraint may prove
challenging as data used for HAR is susceptible to environ-
mental characteristics. For example, a sensor may produce
varying features based on object placement or room size.

Modality-level Privacy Data generated from different
groups of sensors may be owned by competing entities.

Traditional Machine Learning approaches tackle feature
heterogeneity by colocating data and training with Multi-
task Learning techniques. However, the privacy constraints
above make centralisation unfeasible on a large scale in
HAR. Instead, they require a Federated Learning (FL) ap-
proach to keep data encapsulated in clients at the necessary
privacy level during training. Our work brings the following
contributions to Federated Human Activity Recognition:

1. First, we evaluate the performance of multiple models
trained in a federated fashion on a multimodal dataset
keeping data privately stored on clients at increasing
privacy levels. Unlike other works, we investigate the
additive effects of privacy up to the complete separation
of each user, environment, and modality combination.

2. Second, we show that privacy at the modality level
results in the highest accuracy cost, followed by the
environmental level and then the user level. To mitigate
this, we propose mutual learning of group-level models
alongside the standard FL model to cover modalities
that cannot be colocated in a single client. Our re-
sults indicate that this method can significantly reduce
accuracy degradation from 19-42% to just 7-13%.
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2 MULTIMODALITY IN FEDERATED
HUMAN ACTIVITY RECOGNITION

Federated Learning, proposed by McMahan et al. (2017),
trains ML models from distributed data on edge devices
using efficient communication techniques for maintaining
privacy. Although successful in training models from di-
verse users, such as keyboard prediction (Hard et al., 2018),
and diverse hardware, such as medical applications (Sheller
et al., 2020), data heterogeneity remains a significant chal-
lenge (Kairouz et al., 2021, sec 3.1). Due to privacy con-
straints, approaches like Multi-task Learning and Continual
Learning, which handle feature heterogeneity, are limited in
a Federated Learning context. For instance, Elastic Weight
Consolidation (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017) estimates parameter
variance using past data, while Learning Without Forgetting
(Li & Hoiem, 2018) stores network outputs from past tasks.

Previous work on Federated Human Activity Recognition
has not fully explored the heterogeneity emerging from in-
dependent data collection systems. For instance, Sozinov
et al. (2018) considers skewed label distributions and noise
across smartphone users while colocating gyroscope and
accelerometer data. Similar partitioning schemes are investi-
gated for feature extraction (Xiao et al., 2021) and clustering
methods (Ouyang et al., 2021). Furthermore, such works
may use artificially partitioned centralised datasets, as in
Zhao et al. (2020), or contain only one modality, as in some
datasets collected by Ouyang et al. (2021). To create adapt-
able HAR systems that can accommodate new clients with
different sensor types in the federation, investigating Feder-
ated HAR with modalities split across clients is necessary,
given the shifting hardware landscape of HAR sensors.

3 FEDERATING HUMAN ACTIVITY
RECOGNITION

We construct multiple partitions of the OPERAnet dataset
published by Bocus et al. (2022) to assess Federated Human
Activity Recognition under privacy at user, environment,
and modality privacy levels. The dataset contains five differ-
ent sensors; however, Bocus et al. (2022) indicate that only
Channel State Information (CSI) from a Network Card Inter-
face (NIC) and Passive Wi-Fi Radar (PWR) should be used
for HAR. The data were collected synchronously, with the
multiple channels—three for CSI and two for PWR—of RF
data. They cover eight hours of surveying six participants
performing six activities spread across two rooms. Because
room activity distribution is non-uniform, separating clients
by environment also provides skewness at the label level.

We transform the time-series data into image data in keeping
with the original HAR preprocessing applied by Bocus et al.
(2022) and previous works (Bocus et al., 2021; Li et al.,
2020; 2022). We further increase the dataset’s size and

modality diversity by reusing the pipeline of Koupai et al.
(2022). Based on the underlying CSI and PWR data, Koupai
et al. (2022) construct spectrograms of the CSI and PWR
data. The complete image set contains five data views for
each underlying CSI or PWR channel. We use the three
most effective view types reported by Koupai et al. (2022).
Since different channels for CSI and PWR are physically
colocated on the device, it is assumed that fusing images
generated from separate channels would not be a violation
of privacy at the sensor level. Consequently, the complete
image types we shall refer to as modalities for the rest of
this work contain concatenated images generated from each
source channel. One such image type comes from CSI; two
come from PWR.

The work of Koupai et al. (2022) offers two centralised base-
lines to compare against, a ResNet34 (He et al., 2016) model
used for HAR and a Fusion Vision Transformer (FViT).
While CNNs have been successfully applied to HAR by
Bevilacqua et al. (2018); Ronald et al. (2021) and Tang et al.
(2023), the novel FViT addresses the issue of multimodal
HAR by adapting the Vision Transformer (ViT) architecture
developed by Dosovitskiy et al. (2021) to operate over fused
images. Crucially for our experiments, FViT has a parameter
count invariant to the number of images combined, making
the network capacity equivalent between fused and unfused
modalities. In addition to the transformer and ResNet34, we
use the smallest EfficientNetV2 constructed by Tan & Le
(2021) as the communication costs and compute concerns
in FL make the smaller network a practical choice.

3.1 Partitioning by Privacy Level

The partitions we construct correspond to increasing privacy
levels. For example, splitting by human subject implies that
each client in that partition only contains data corresponding
to one human participant and thus obeys Subject(User)-level
privacy. Likewise, the partition splitting by participant and
room implies that each participant and room combination
is treated as a separate client and offers both Subject(User)-
level and Environment-level privacy. The most heteroge-
neous partition we create treats each participant, room, and
modality combination as one client and offers the previous
two levels of privacy together with Modality-level privacy.

To create a meaningful test set for Federated HAR, we use
the data of the sixth client. Since OPERAnet has not been
used for FL before, our evaluation compares the accuracy
of FL partitioned by subject and environment to the State of
The Art centralised baselines using colocated fused modali-
ties. Following this initial investigation, we explore privacy
interactions at a subject (user), environmental and modality
level when the modalities are never fused and not necessar-
ily colocated. The separated-modality experiments are the
ones we use to report findings, as they can cover all levels of
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Table 1. The partitions in our experimental setup. They include
the centralised baseline (Centralised), those partitioned by human
subject (Subj), by subject and environment (Subj+Env), or by
subject, environment, and modality (Subj+Env+Mod). A partition
can contain fused (F) or separated (S) modalities.
Partition Avg Samples #Samples Subj 6 #Train Clients #Clients/R

Centralised (F) 1947.0± 0.0 463 1 1
Subj (F) 324.3± 32.3 463 6 2
Subj + Env (F) 194.6± 194.6 463 10 3

Centralised (S) 5841.0± 0.0 1389 1 1
Subj (S) 973.0± 973.0 1389 6 2
Subj + Env (S) 583.8± 583.8 1389 10 3
Subj + Env + Mod (S) 194.6± 194.6 1389 30 9

privacy. Table 1 presents the constructed partitions and their
statistics. As we intended to use 30% of total clients each
round, we split the data of one participant into two clients
based on their room when federating by subject. For the cen-
tralised baseline, we follow Koupai et al. (2022) and train
for 100 local epochs, while FL trains for 10 rounds with 10
local epochs. The optimiser parameters are kept constant
and at parity with Koupai et al. (2022)—see Appendix A.

3.2 Mutual Global and Group Model Learning

To handle separating modalities across clients in a federated
network, we propose a group FL structure utilising Deep
Mutual Learning (Zhang et al., 2018). Two models are
trained on each client and distil knowledge into each other.
One model is a globally federated model trained on all
clients. The other is a group-level one trained only on clients
with a specific modality. The server maintains one model
per modality group, providing flexibility for integrating new
sensors. We chose the FViT as the global federated model
because of its resilience to high heterogeneity in previous
experiments. Furthermore, we use the small EfficientNetV2
as the group-level model for future scalability. We present
the performance of an ensemble of group-level models, each
predicting the relevant modality. Hyperparameters were
optimised via Bayesian search, resulting in global and group-
level distillation weights of 0.33 and 0.75, respectively.

4 EVALUATION

Our evaluation reveals that Federated Human Activity
Recognition is sensitive to sensor heterogeneity but par-
tially resilient to subject characteristics and room structure.
In Table 2, we present accuracy results of all partition and
model combinations using fused (F) or separated (S) modal-
ities. Fused modality experiments establish a baseline of
comparison between federated and centralised training on
OPERAnet. Separated modality experiments allow us to
investigate more granular levels of privacy and will provide
most of the notable figures. Accuracy convergence curves
are available per model in Fig. 1; however, they only show

Table 2. Accuracy results (mean and standard deviation) for model
and partition combinations on the test set of OPERAnet. Note
the impact of partitioning by modality compared to the subject or
environment and the smoother decline in the performance of FViT
compared to the CNNs. The “Ensemble” uses the three group
models to predict the data label belonging to their modality. The
results of F1-Score, shown in Table 3, follow the same trend.

Partition FViT ResNet34 EffNetB0 Ensemble
Centralised (Fused) 0.90±0.01 0.93±0.01 0.91±0.01 -
Subj (Fused) 0.85±0.02 0.90±0.02 0.88±0.01 -
Subj+Env (Fused) 0.83±0.03 0.84±0.07 0.79±0.04 -
Centralised (S) 0.83±0.01 0.89±0.02 0.87±0.01 -
Subj (S) 0.81±0.01 0.84±0.03 0.85±0.01 -
Subj+Env (S) 0.78±0.02 0.84±0.02 0.80±0.01 -
Subj+Env+Mod (S) 0.64±0.04 0.47±0.03 0.55±0.05 0.76±0.02

unfused modalities to emphasise results for modality-level
privacy. In the appendix, convergence curves for fused
modalities are presented in Fig. 2 and follow similar trends.
All experiments used the Flower (Beutel et al., 2020) FL
framework.

4.1 Subject(User)-level Privacy

Experiments with user-level privacy showed that all three
models achieved results within 3-5% of the centralised base-
line, regardless of modality fusion. As shown in Fig. 1,
this small gap to the centralised unfused baseline was con-
sistently observed across rounds. In addition, a study by
Sozinov et al. (2018) found a similar 4-6% accuracy gap
when treating each person as a separate partition, indicating
that body characteristics and slight movement differences
are not significant enough to generate highly divergent fea-
tures. These findings suggest that FL is a practical solution
for accessing extensive private data from end users. How-
ever, unfused modalities reduced accuracy for centralised
and subject-level partitions nearly uniformly compared to
fused ones—showcasing the benefits of centralisation.

4.2 Environment-level Privacy

A further slight-to-medium accuracy degradation is percep-
tible in the experimental partitions applying subject-level
and environmental privacy in Table 2. It is worth noting
that data from OPERAnet may have reduced environmental
heterogeneity as the same hardware, procedure, and sub-
jects were used in a controlled setting. However, this is a
common issue for all HAR systems (Vrigkas et al., 2015,
sec.6). Fused modalities saw an additional drop in accuracy
of 2-9%, while unfused modalities saw a less significant
impact, with the additional maximum drop never exceeding
5%. Notably, ResNet34 operating on unfused modalities
did not exhibit a significant accuracy drop when privacy was
increased. Fused modalities contain more information about
the environment per sample, aiding in distinguishing be-
tween rooms. However, the additional information becomes
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Figure 1. Model per-round accuracy on the sixth subject’s dataset at all privacy levels. For low-heterogeneity, CNNs generally outperform
FViT, but FViT gains a significant advantage when modality partitioning is introduced. Notably, FViT converges faster in the initial
rounds and reaches higher accuracy with fewer data in the first two rounds. The “Ensemble” results reverse the effects of modality-level
privacy and outperform all non-grouped federated models.

less valuable after samples are split into clients. Figure 1
highlights that the small EfficientNetV2 suffers more from
not having examples from both rooms available.

4.3 Modality-level Privacy

The experimental results reveal an unexpected pattern when
applying privacy at the modality level. The previously top-
performing ResNet34 experiences a 37% further drop in ac-
curacy with a 42% total, while the EfficientNetV2 suffers a
25% further drop in accuracy with a 32% total. By contrast,
the Fusion Vision Transformer (FViT), which produced
worse results in previous experiments, only experiences a
14% further drop in accuracy with 19% total and emerges as
the model with the most significant performance advantage
for a given privacy level. To better understand this outcome
and the interplay between different model types, we turn to
the plot in Fig. 1, which shows the convergence of models
for different partitions. The plot immediately reveals the
steeper slope of improvement that FViT obtains in the first
few rounds. Furthermore, this pattern of performance aligns
with the fine-tuning experiments reported in (Koupai et al.,
2022), where FViT outperformed ResNet when both were
trained on a small amount (1-20%) of data.

The increasing prevalence of IoT devices, surveillance cam-
eras, personal smartphones, and passive RF sensors has led
to extensive human activity recognition (HAR) data collec-
tion. However, with no uniform regulation or competitive
environment, it is critical to prioritise privacy preservation
and address the afferent accuracy degradation.

4.4 Mutual Learning with Per-modality Group Models

We evaluate the effectiveness of our ensemble, which uses
mutual learning to handle the challenges of federated learn-
ing across modalities. As demonstrated in both Fig. 1 and
Table 2, the ensemble achieves near-equivalent accuracy to
FViT on the ”Subj+Env” partition with colocated modali-
ties. However, training the federated learning and group-
level models simultaneously is costly and difficult to op-
timise. Moreover, our hyperparameter search, which ex-
plored 79 combinations of distillation weights, revealed that
the ensemble’s performance is sensitive to hyperparameter
changes. Meanwhile, the federated model failed to surpass
the ”Subj+Env+Mod(S)” result in Table 2 through mutual
learning, primarily due to the inherent difficulty of mul-
timodal training on the same network without employing
specific multi-task techniques.

5 CONCLUSION

We investigated the performance of Multimodal Federated
Human Activity Recognition under privacy levels that may
arise in practice, such as the subject(user), environmental,
and modality levels. Our results show that performance
degrades with each additional privacy layer starting with
5-7% for the subject and environmental levels. Remarkably,
we observed an overall accuracy drop of 32-42% for CNNs
when modality-level privacy is assumed. Nevertheless, our
experiments determined that a Fusion Vision Transformer
architecture performs well in extreme scenarios. Its fast ini-
tial convergence with few samples led to an additional drop
of only 14% with a 19% overall drop for modality-level pri-
vacy. Furthermore, constructing small group-level models
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for each modality type trained in a mutual-learning fashion
with a global one can limit the overall degradation to 7-13%.
Such a system can adjust to shifting hardware conditions
by incorporating new group-level models and utilising the
global model’s knowledge for bootstrapping. Despite the
clear trends, this work is limited by the size of OPERAnet.
Besides larger datasets, other potential future research av-
enues include hierarchical FL with layered aggregation and
creating sparse models with task-based subnetworks.
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A APPENDIX

Table 3. The F1-Score results of partition-model combinations.
The same trends from the accuracy comparisons repeat themselves
with higher privacy requirements leading to worse performance.
A similar strong decline can be observed when clients are parti-
tioned by modality, with the FViT performing the best in the most
heterogeneous condition despite trailing behind the CNNs for all
other partitions. The ensemble group models also successfully
recovered performance near the FViT levels when the partitioning
was based only on subject and environment.
Partition FViT ResNet34 EffNetB0 Ensemble

Centralised (Fused) 0.80± 0.03 0.86 ± 0.02 0.83± 0.02 -
Subj (Fused) 0.73± 0.03 0.82 ± 0.05 0.78± 0.02 -
Subj+Env (Fused) 0.70± 0.05 0.74 ± 0.08 0.64± 0.04 -

Centralised (Split) 0.71± 0.01 0.80± 0.03 0.78± 0.02 -
Subj (Split) 0.68± 0.01 0.72± 0.06 0.73± 0.02 -
Subj+Env (Split) 0.64± 0.03 0.71± 0.04 0.67± 0.02 -
Subj+Env+Mod (Split) 0.50± 0.04 0.35± 0.03 0.39± 0.04 0.60± 0.03

The preprocessing pipeline we use is precisely described in
Koupai et al. (2022); however, we shall offer a brief sum-
mary here. First, the CSI signal is denoised using a discrete
wavelet transform and median filtering before applying PCA
and generating a spectrogram through the STFT. Then, for
the PWR data, the authors apply the cross ambiguity func-
tion to the PWR data followed by the CLEAN algorithm
and the outputting of a Doppler spectrogram. We use three
of the image types they generate. First, we use the con-
catenated spectrograms generated from the three-receiver
surveillance channels of the PWR data. The combined im-
ages from the three channels have a dimension of 224×672.
Second, we use the spectrograms generated using STFT
on amplitude CSI data from two receivers with a concate-
nated size of 224× 448. Third, we use the phase-difference
spectrograms generated via STFT from the phase-difference
CSI data from the two receivers with a concatenated size of
224× 448. Combined in the fused partitions, they add up to
224× 1568 images. Finally, we take the largest image type
(224× 672) in unfused partitions and pad the rest.

Client data partitions are generated in order of person index
for split-subject modalities, person index and then room
index for subject and environment, and subject, room, and
modality index for the final partitioning. Our indexing as-
sumes the human subjects are ordered from one to six, the
rooms from one to two, and the modalities from one to
three in the above order. The subject and room indexes
are directly available in the dataset. Each model and par-
tition combination was run using five distinct seeds gen-
erating the same client sequence across models. Thus
differences in performance between models are not due
to randomness in client selection. The seeds we use are
42, 1337, 3407, 8711, 9370, and the client sequence is gen-
erated by calling np.random.choice for the given num-
ber of clients per round out of the entire population for each

of the ten rounds at the start of the script right after the
seed has been set. The mean and standard deviation are
reported based on the five seeds in and Table 2 and Table 3.
The per-round values in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 have their mean
and standard deviation calculated based on the accuracy of
the models on each of the five seeds at the specific round.
Before every experiment, the same seeds are used to set the
random, NumPy, and Torch modules in Python.

All models have been trained as in Koupai et al. (2022)
using AdamW with β1 = 0.9 and β2 = 0.999 with a weight
decay of 0.01 and batch size of 10 rather than 64 due to the
small size of the federated partitions. The computational
resources involved four Nvidia A40s and were extensively
used during parameter tuning.
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Figure 2. Model per-round accuracy on the fused-modality dataset. The trends observed resemble those for the split partitions with only a
uniform decrease in accuracy by comparison. The only major change in results is the sensitivity of ResNet34 to environmental privacy.


